
CLUSTERING PROPERTIES OF LY� ABSORPTION LINESIN NUMERICAL SIMULATIONSR. RIEDIGER, J.P. M�UCKETAstrophysikalisches Institut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16D-14482 Potsdam, GermanyRecently a number of results from numerical simulations has been published byserveral authors describing the column density and line number density distributionof the Lyman� forest extremely well. Our goal is now to analyse the clusteringproperties of the Lyman� lines from numerical simulations and compare them tothe observed ones. We show that de�ning two di�erent populations of Lyman�absorber clouds and calculating the two-point correlation function of the lines fromeach population independently makes it possible to distinguish between a clusteredand a Poisson distributed component.To study the clustering of the Lyman� line absorbers, a PM simulation withdark matter and baryonic gas component (including thermal evolution) in abox of 12Mpc and a resolution of 50 kpc has been done. This simulation isdescribed in M�ucket et al.2 and Riediger et al.3 in detail. We constructed linesof sight for a redshift range up to z = 5. Special precaution have been taken toavoid inuences of the periodic boundary conditions. From those lines of sight,two-point correlation functions are calculated for di�erent redshift ranges andcolumn density cuts as done for observational data in Cristiani et al.1.We distinguish between two populations of Lyman� absorber clouds inthe simulation: clouds for which shock-heating has been important at sometime of their thermal history (Ps), and clouds for which photo-ionization is thedominant heating process all the time (Pu). Population Ps is mostly found inbig halos and elongated �laments, population Pu is present in the surroundingsof structures formed by shocked particles but mostly in the voids delineatedby those structures.Two-point correlation functions have been calculated for the Lyman� ab-sorption lines of one or both populations. It can be seen in Fig. 1 (left columntop) that the signal of the correlation function for all lines of both popula-tions Ps + Pu and a column density cut of logNHI > 13 (which is equal to thesample examined by Cristiani et al.1) is rather low. However, if increasing thecolumn density threshold to logNHI > 14, the signal also increases signi�cantly(left column bottom; cf. Fig. 1 and 2 of Cristiani et al.1). This suggests thatthe low column density clouds are only weakly clustered (left column middle)and depress the overall signal. However, examining the correlation function ofthe �lamentary population Ps only (right column) shows that this population1



seems to be strongly clustered. The signal is already present in the full sam-ple (right column top) and a shift of the column density cut to logNHI > 14(right column bottom) does not change the signal signi�cantly. Also, the thusignored clouds 14 > logNHI > 13 seem to be correlated in the same way (rightcolumn middle).The general trend in the correlation function for di�erent redshifts atlogNHI > 14 which seems to be present for both populations Ps + Pu (Fig. 2,left column; same behavior as been found in the obseravtional data of Cris-tiani et al.1, see their Fig. 4) behaves di�erent when examining the �lamentarypopulation Ps only (right column). For both populations the signal of the cor-relation function is increasing with descreasing redshift due to the delution ofthe void population clouds (left column, bottom upwards). At low redshift,the �lamentary population becomes dominant. The signal of the correlationfunction of the pure �lamentary population remains nearly at equal level (rightcolumn). The stronger signal for medium redshift might result from two con-trary evolving e�ects: at low decreasing redshift, the clouds of the �lamentarypopulation ow along the �laments to form clusters which result in a weakersignal in the one-dimensional correlation function. On the other hand, at highredshift, the large scale structure of the universe is not yet very developed sothe signal is weak, too.Another reason for a decreasing signal at low redshift might be the limita-tion of the numerical resolution: the simulation has been done for a comovingboxsize of 12Mpc, so only one signi�cant structure will be present in the sim-ulated box at z � 0. Further simulations with larger box sizes will be done toinvestigate the behavior of the correlation function more reliably.References1. S. Cristiani, S. D'Odorico, V. D'Odorico, A. Fontana, E. Giallongo,S. Savaglio; MNRAS 285, 209 (1997)2. J.P. M�ucket, P. Petitjean, R.E. Kates, R. Riediger; A&A 308, 17 (1996)3. R. Riediger, P. Petitjean, J.P. M�ucket; A&A (1997), in press
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Figure 1: Comparison of di�erent column density cuts at redshift 3:1 < z < 3:5 forlogNHI > 13 (top), 14 > logNHI > 13 (middle), and logNHI > 14 (bottom) respectivly,given for both populations Ps + Pu (left) and the �lamentary population Ps only (right).The short dashed lines gives the 1�, the long dashed the 2� con�dence level.3



Figure 2: Comparison of di�erent redshift at same column density cut logNHI > 14 for1:7 < z < 3:1 (top), 3:1 < z < 3:5 (middle), and 3:7 < z < 4:0 (bottom) respectivly, givenfor both populations Ps + Pu (left) and the �lamentary population Ps only (right). Theshort dashed lines gives the 1�, the long dashed the 2� con�dence level.4


